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(Weekly Student Newspaper)

High School Music Direct
Festival Opens on
This Campus Today

an{i0pur

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27, 1940

Chorus and Orchestra in
High School Music Festival

Important
Announcement
The Rollins Chapel Choir, assisted by instrumentalists from
the Rollins Conservatory of Music, will present a musical service next Sunday afternoon,
March 31, at four-thirty o'clock.
The program will consist of favorites of the Choir, among them
numbers by Brahms and Bach.
An offering will be taken for
the Choir Fund.

$500 S c h o l a r s h i p s Offered in
Piano, Violin, W o o d w i n d
B r a s s , 'Cello a n d Voice
A group of the most outstanding
high school singers and instrumen
talists, representing schools fron
all sections of Florida, assembled
on the campus today when t
eighth annual high school Mu
Festival opened this afternoon. The
contest will continue Thursday
Friday. Professor Christophei
Honaas, director of the Rollins (
servatory of Music, is chairman of
the Music Festival.
An All-State High School Chorus,
under the direction of William P
Twaddell, of Durham, N. C , and ar
All-State Selective High School Orchestra, conductedby Dr. Joseph E
Maddy of the University of Michigan, will be organized, for the second consecutive year when contestants gather on the campus after
competitive tryouts in their own
schools. Both musical units will
be presented in grand concert as
the climaxing feature of the Festival on Friday evening, March 29.
Solo contests for voices and instruments form a prominent part
of the Music Festival and are open
to high school seniors throughout
'the State. $500 vouchers, to be
warded to winners in the solo contests in piano, violin, 'cello, woodid, brass and voice, are to be applied on the fee for the course leading to the Bachelor of Music degree
I the Rollins Conservatory of Muc.
Final solo contests were held a t
two o'clock this afternoon in the
Annie Russell Theatre.

Finish of Race Finds
Virg-inia Crew Victors
American International L o s e s
B y Scant T h r e e F e e t
By TED PITMAN
The University of Richmond's
powerful eight-oared crew took the
measure of American International
College by the scant margin of
three feet in yesterday's thriller oi
; Maitland.
mping into a slight lead at thi
start and rowing about a 42 for thi
first hundred strokes the Richmond
bo&t managed to creep up to
quarter length lead.
As both
strokes settled their pace the A.LC.
was seen to gain a little.
. the boats neared the halfway
mark at the cyprus trees Richmond
rowing an even 36 was pulling out
a substantial lead. Jim Nesworthy stroking for A. I. C. kept
his stroke at the same beat as
Bichmon(i's and the two crew's
came down the body of the course
stroke for stroke.
the boats neared the threequarter mark Nesworthy hopped up
his stroke and began to gain up the
lost space. Richmond answered
with a raised stroke but A.I.C. kept
creeping up until about 300 yards
^rom the end they looked almost
even. Here Johnnie Jones in the
pace-setter's seat for the Virginians
called on his boat for a final spurt
and they followed him up to a blistering 46 and flashed across the
line to win in 5:32, the closest finish ever witnessed here.

Dean Nance Delivers
Sermon In Chapel At
Good Friday Service
A Good Friday Service was held
in the Knowles Memorial Chapel on
March 22, at 12 o'clock. Dean E. C.
Nance delivered the sermon. His
subject was "The Cross in Modern
Life".
, The Chapel Choir under the direction of Christopher O. Honaas sang
"Here Yet Awhile" from "St. Matthew Passion" by Bach. The Old
Testament Lesson was read by Ev;«rett Farnsworth. The New Testalent Lesson was given by Jean
!rner.

NOTICE
THE WOMEN'S PHYSICAL
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
BEQUESTS THE RETURN OF
THE CUPS WHICH WERE
TAKEN FROM THE KAPPA
KAPPA GAMMA HOUSE.

Walter Hotschnig
To Speak in Chapel
On Student Relief
WILLIAM P. TWADDELL

Elections For
Publications to
Be Held Soon
Applications for E d i t o r s , B u s
i n e s s M a n a g e r s Must B e In
B e f o r e April 6
The Rollins Publications Union
will hold elections for the positions
of editor and business manager of
the
student
publications next
month. All candidates for these
positions on the Sandspur, Flamingo, Tomokan, and R Book must
send their letters of application to
E. T. Brown, secretary-treasurer
of the Publications Union, before
April 6.
Applicants for the editorship of
any publication must be members
of the Upper Division by October
1940. Sandspur and Flamingo
editors must have had two years
experience; Tomokan and "R" Book
one year. Business managers, exept for the "R" Book, must have
had one year's experience and be
embers of the Upper Division by
October 1, 1940. The "R" Book
isiness manager need not be a
ember of the Upper Division or
have had experience. The Advertising Commissioner must be a
member of the Upper Division by
October 1, 1940, and must have
had two years' experience on the
staff of some member publication.
The editors of the Sandspur and
the Tomokan receive salaries of
$200 each; the Flamingo editor
§150; the business manager of the
Sandspur $75; the Flamingo $60,
and the Tomokan $25. The Advertising Commissioner works on a
commission basis, as does the "R"
Book business manager.
Elections for all offices will be
held the third week in April and
applications must be in by April
6th, if they are to be considered.

JOSEPH E. MADDY

S m i t h Education P r o f e s s o r to
Tell E x p e r i e n c e s in Euro
pean R e f u g e e Work

Important Notice
Tryouts for the three-act play
to be given by the Freshman
Players will be held tomorrow
night at 7:30 in the Laboratory
Theatre. Copies of the play,
"The Adding Machine" by Elmer
the
library. All interested Freshmen are urged to attend tryouts.

Applicants For Camp
Counselors Placed
New York Employment Service Has Summer Camp Jobs
College students who are qualified for counselor positions at boys'
and girls' summer camps have been
invited by the New York State Employment Service to a'pply immediately for camp posts next summer.
Application forms may be obtained from Watt Marchman, Director, Rollins Placement Service,
or by addressing the Camp Unit of
the State Employment Service Professional Office at 87 Madison Avenue, New York City. Applicants
who are being considered for appointment will be required to appear in New York City for interview before the end of June.
Applicants must be at least 20
years old and must either have had
ling experience or must hold
ior Life Saving certificate,
have had camping experience and
be equipped to teach at least one
of the skills commonly included in
camp programs—arts and crafts,
music, drama, dancing, tennis and
other sports;
The Camp Unit of the NYSES
Professional Office also places
camp directors, nurses, doctors and
dietitians. For these positions ap
plicants who have had camp experi
ence are preferred.

Dr. Walter Kotschnig, prof*
of Education and Modern European
History at Smith College and a past
director of the International StU'
dent Service will meet all interested Rollins students on Thursday
night in the Frances Chapel at 7:30
p. m., following a supper of the
International Relations Club. He
will speak of his experiences in
Europe with the student relief, and
give his impressions of the problems students are now facing as
refugees, and how we may help
them.
Dr. Kotschnig was for 12 years
following the war of 1914-18, director of the International Student
Service at Geneva, Switzerland. He
had formerly been a work-student
at the University of Vienna, eating
in the kitchens set up by the European Student Relief, working extra
hours for his living. He became interested in International Student
work through this relief work, then
organized by the World Student
Christian Federation, and was appointed to the head of the work
which then changed its named to
"International Student Service," a
continuing relief work for students
in Europe and in China.
When the Jewish refugee problem became acute, and J. G. MacDonald was appointed by the
League of Nations to supervise
work for Jewish refugees, Dr.
Kotschnig was appointed as his
European assistant, doing outstandwork on this unhappy problem.
work and travels in Europe
made hira an able and efficient director of work, but even more, an
inspiring speaker and teacher.
After several visits to the United
States, he attracted the attention of
educators here, and received offers
from several universities, finally
accepting the offer from Smith College to teach Education, and Modern European History. At Smith
he is one of the most popular teach
ers and gives himself unstintingly
to the Student Christian Movement
among the colleges at week-end
conferences, whenever and wherever he is called.
Professor and Mrs. Kotschnig
will be the guests of Professor
Trowbridge for the week.

Intercollegiate Interracial Conference at
Bethune-Cookman is Interesting to Students
By JOAN KELLOGG-SMITH
About fifteen of us went to the
Sixth Annual Florida Intercollegiate Interracial Conference at Bethune-Cookman College in Daytona
Beach, last Friday. Unfortunately
we were, until the latter part of the
afternoon the only white college
represented. There were representatives from the Negro colleges of
Florida. These were Florida Normal College, Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Edward
Waters College an dnaturally Bethune-Cookman. When we arrived
there in the morning we were taken
over the grounds by a very nice colored girl. At eleven o'clock the
round table discussions were scheduled to begin. There were four different subjects under discussion
and one had the opportunity to
choose that which took his fancy,
se discussions were as follows:
What shall we teach our youth
about race? about religion? about
patriotism? and about the politicaleconomic order?
iveral of us who were interest1 the problem of race education
went to the first round table. During the main part of the discussion
four Rollins students and Dean
Wise were the only white people in
the room. After we got into the
discussion color didn't really matter, because we were all just people
having more or less of a bull session. Representatives from each

Sandspur Bookshop
Will Exhibit Etchings

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Student Players
Chase Lectures on "New
Western Front", Monday Will Give "Sun-Up"
On April 5 and 6

Economist Tears Down Three
Reasons Which Might Make
U.S. Belligerent Nation

P l a y i s S t o r y of Carolina
Mountaineers
and T h e i r
Struggle Aginst Law

By ALDEN MANCHESTER
The Rollins Student Players will
A great economist spoke at the
present as their fourth and nextWinter Park High School Auditorito-last production of the 1939-40
um last Monday evening, but apseason Lulu Vollmer's "Sun-Up",
parently Winter Park, Orlando^,
Friday and Saturday, April 5 and
and Rollins College were quite un6, in the Annie Russell Theatre.
aware of it. Stuart Chase is one
"Sun-Up" is the first American
of the foremost economists of his
folk-play that the Student Players
day, which is also our day; he is
have
ever produced and it appears
more than an economist; he is £
that, if the play continues shaping
writer, a lecturer and a thinker
up as it is, it will not be the last.
but of this also Winter Park, Orlan"Sun-Up" is a story of the North
do and Rollins College were
Carolina mountains, written by an
aware. In fact, the whole situation
author who knows them well. Lulu
must have looked rather dark and
Vollmer was born and brought up
gloomy to Mr. Chase when he
close to the mountains and mounwalked out onto the stage to bf
taineers of North Carolina and
troduced by a last-minute fill-i
knows both well. Built about the
chairman, and to face an audi«
central figure of the "widow Cagle"
that mostly "wasn't there" like the
and her eternal feud with "the law"
little man on the stairs.
which has taken her father and her
But Stuart Chsae bore up nobly
husband and now threatens to take
under the strain and produced
her son in a "government feud"
lecture that has not been equalled
with the Germans, "Sun-Up" preat Rollins this year. We make th
Walter Trampler to Solo in sents an unforgettable picture of
statement without reservation. I
the limitations of the circumscribed
Mozart's
No.
5
Concerto
R. Knickerbocker was interesting,
lives of the mountaineer of Carobut he was inclined to ramble and
lina. Vividly drawn characters —
reminisce too much. There have
For its last concert of the season the Todds, decadent mountain
been other good speeches and I
on April 2, the Central Florida whites who have lost everything
tures made here this year — Winter
Symphony will offer a varied pro- but courage; Rufe Cagle with "a litPark has more lecturers per square
gram includmg J^eter Hitch Tschai- tle learnin' ", enough to make him
inch than any other city in
kowski's "Romeo and Juliet" Over- realize the power and wisdom of
country — but our vote and
ture Fantasia. This piece of pro- the law; Sheriff Weeks relying on
money are both on Mr. Chas(
gram music is one of the most melo- his title and position to win a wife
take the prize.
dious and wistfully romantic of all for him — are developed with a
He took as his subject "The New the Tschaikowski repertoire.
dialogue that is remarkably realisWestern Front" and discussed th'
tic.
very relevant, important, and nearThe great Russian began to comto-home question of American in- pose this piece in 1869, and it had Two of the actors appearing in
volvement in the present European its American premiere in New York the Student Players' production of
war. There are three possible caus- in 1876. The movements are an- *'Sun-Up" are native Carolinians,
es of our going to war: economic, dante non tanto, quasi moderate, seeming to fit right into the dialect
military, and idealogical. Econom- then allegro giusto, and finally and atmosphere of the play. Both
ically, we might go to war to pro- moderato assai. The year of 1940 Caroline Sandlin, appearing as the
tect our foreign trade, but the fal- being the centenary of Tschaikow- Widow Cagle," and Clyde Jones as
lacy of this is that our foreign ski's birth the orchestra plans tc the preacher were born and raised
trade is only 4 to 5 percent of
play a movement from one of the in the shadow of the mountains that
total national income and the profit composer's great symphonies, as t Miss Vollmer was writing about.
To give an added note of realism
on foreign trade in one year is special feature of the program com
to the play. Miss Sandlin is now
equalled by the cost of five days of memorating the occasion.
collecting
original props in the
It has also been whispered
Walter Trampler, brilliant young
surreptitiously in corners that a German violin virtuoso of the Rol- mountains of North Carolina for
1 dose of war would speed up lins Conservatory of Music faculty, use in the production here. The set
economy and bring prosperity. will be soloist at this concert in Mo- is a mountain cabin in the most
; is very true: war would stim- zart's No. 5 Concerto for Violin in primitive style. It was designed by
ulate industry and bring-complete A Minor. This is a happy re- Prof. Donald Allen of the Dramatemployment. BUT after the war strained but thrilling selection in ics Department and was built by the
s over, there would be a depres- Mozart's best "gallant" mood in the Stagecraft Class.
The play will be presented next
sion that would make 1929 look like execution of which Mr. Trampler
Friday and Saturday, April 5th and
a Sunday School picnic at Sylvan excells.
Lake with the Ladies' Aid as chapThe program will open with 6th, a t 8:15 p. m., with a matinee
erones. There would be unemploy- Beethoven's Overture to "Corio- at 2:30 p. m., Saturday.
ment of between 20 and 25 million lanus," Opus 62. It is one of Beetmen; private capitalism couldn't hoven's greatest works, in which
stand the strain; and economic dic- the composer recognizes in the
tatorship would have to be con- Shakespearian character a kindred
tinued, how long or permanently spirit.
no one knows.
On March 20 the Symphony OrFrom a military point of view, chestra played its principal outthe chance of our involvement is of-towa engagement of the year at
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 4)
Sarasota.

Symphony Orchestra
Ends Season Tuesday

"Tried by Jury" is
To be Presented
On Saturday Night

^Tarty" Proves Unfortunate Choice to End
Russell Series; Has Few Entertaining Scenes

By ROBIN RAE
Most long established newspapers
have traditions. If someone isn't
careful, the Sandspur, Florida's
oldest college paper, is going to get
one; the epidemic of dissenting dramatic criticism is likely to develop
Members of Rollins Group into something permanent. This reviewer has no desire to contribute
Represented at Showing
to the formation of such a tradition,
Showing of etching and pencil but right now there doesn't seem to
sketches is on exhibit at the Sand- be anything else to do.
spur Bookshop. . The etchings are
The date of the first party and
new Maine Dry Points by Ruth
the name of the arch-criminal who
Doris Swett.
Included in the exhibition are sev- gave it are two things the historinever worried about. Nor have
eral prints by members of the Rolprognosticators foretold the
lins Etching Group, an acid and dry
point etched plate by Miss Kate E. happy day when there will be no
Turner of a sunset; the gate and parties and all party-givers will
i perished from the earth. Dehouse of Mrs. Marcia Lay's on Interlachen Avenue by Mrs. Alice C. spite this deplorable lack of investiYates; the Dyer Memorial Build- gation on the subject, it is common
ing at Rollins College and the Rol- knowledge that 99 parties out of a
lins Tower by Irma Achenbach, a hundred (the word "party", as
Rollins student; and the clear Dry used here, has no political signifi:e) aren't worth the ice cubes
Point of a horse's head by Betty de
they waste.
Giers, also of Rollins.
Ivor
Novello, an English socialSeveral pencil sketches, by members of the Woman's Club Sketch ite, knows that as well as anyone
Class, are included in the exhibi- and his "Party" — given at the
ie Russell Theatre last week,
tion, sponsored by Miss Irma Wiease you have forgotten — has
and, under the auspices of the Art
Department of the Club. The mem- all the characteristics of the real
bers of the Sketch Class are, Mrs. thing. In fact, Novello undoubtedWinthrop Coffin, Mrs. Edgar Swift, ly knew that the play he had
Miss Roberta K. Lindsay, Miss thrown together as a vehicle for
aging actress had no more lastAlice
Campbell, Mrs. Cromwell and,
In the afternoon there was a gening value than any one of the acMrs. J. Edgar Spurr.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 5)

college got up and gave short talks,
prepared or otherwise on the subject at hand. The main gist of
most of the talks was entirely too
general. People talked about the
objects of education in general
terms of "service to mankind regardless of race", of raising the
educational objectives for all people
and teaching the humanitarian
view. To me it wasn't so much
what we discussed that was interesting; it was the fact that we were
sitting there and discussing these
problems with negroes who, according to popular opinion, are inferior no-goods, etc.
When we weren't at particular
meetings most of us spent the time
just getting acquainted with the
students of Bethune-Cookman college. We asked them what class
they were in? What courses?
What were the dormitories like?
and many other questions which
one would ask on visiting any college. Lunch was next on the program and the white students were
sprinkled through the dining room.
This gave us more of a chance to
get acquainted. We discussed the
music department and found that
it consisted mostly of singing,
though there was instrumental instruction. We gathered that most
of them were planning to be teachers when they graduated.

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

tual specimens it was based on:
In other words, Novello's "Party"
is like any other party: it is first
anticipated, then endured, and then
forgotten; except by a few who
vaguely resent the time wasted in
going to it.
But, not to be too dogmatic, social gatherings do occasionally have
their good points.
Unexpected
things sometimes happen that, for
a while at least, pep up the dull
proceedings; The "dope" incident
in the second act, for instance, is
good stuff; the only suggestion of
drama in the whole play; which,
lacking cowardly repartee or anything else that might help, definitely needs some "entrails". Then,
too, there are sometimes interesting people at parties and also an
occasional clash of personality or
temperament that helps out the
hostess. Old as it is, the siren versus the sweet wife is always a good
situation. Novello worked it into
his second act plot with dexterity
and some dramatic effect, at the
same time salvaging at least two
character from the wreck of his
Dramatis Personae and making
them into real people instead of
just receptacles for cocktails. Add
to these two the husband, who also
takes on substance during the excitement; emerging finally as almost a definite personality; and
you have an acceptable dramatic
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 6)

One-act Play, *'The Happy
Journey" Will be Curtain
Raiser for Gay Opera

'Trial by Jury," one of Gilbert
and Sullivan's gayest operettas will
be presented as a benefit performance for the Central Florida Symphony
Orchestra in Recreation
Hall, Saturday, March 30, at 8:15
A. As a prelude to the operetta the Freshman Players will
present "The Happy Journey to
Trenton and Camden," a one-act
play by Thornton Wilder.
The action of "Trial by Jury"
kes place during a trial for breach
promise, in which the judge and
jury are rather inclined to favor
beautiful plaintiff Angelina,
played by Virginia Shaw. The unfortunate defendant, Edwin, is
played by Howard Bailey. A. Buel
Trowbridge, Jr., has the part of the
romantic judge. Foreman of the
jury, is Donald Cram. Counsel for
the plaintiff is Presly Wetherell;
;r of the court is John Powell.
Also appearing are choruses of
bridesmaids, jurors and spectators.
Director of the production is Howard Bailey.
The cast of *'The Happy Journey"
which is directed by John Buckwaiter, includes Peggy Conklin,
Jane Ann Sholley, Alma Vandervelte, Jimmy Niver, Paul Haley,
and Douglas Bills.
The evening has been arranged to
aid the Central Florida Symphony
Orchestra, under the direction of
Alexander Bloch, to defray its expenses and to assure its future for
another
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Tar Dust
Quietly the Easter season is going
. . . valiantly spring thinks it'i
here . . .
leafy the trees . . .
And it does please
us . . . in fact makes our thought:
turn to

There is a general feeling among the students on campus
that the administration made itself somewhat ridiculous with
the punishments meted out by the committee of faculty and
students appointed to deal with students returning late from
spring vacation. By spring vacation we mean the three and
a half day interlude between terms.
The purpose of the committee was all right. We object
only to the sophmoric penalties which were inflicted. They
reduced the students to the level of preparatory school with
their strange customs of standing in corners and writing "I
am a bad boy" a hundred times. Any semblance of dignity
the committee might have had has been lost through their
own lack of foresight. The minute students start laughing
at administration policies something has been lost.
• The committee could have functioned and functioned well,
but they failed. Surely there were other things to be done
besides taking cars away from students or signing names
twice a day in the library. A little more careful preparation
and discussion on the part of the committee and the present
situation would have been avoided.

"Party" Proves Poor
Choice For Series
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)

COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS

trio. As for the young and old acBy JACK LIBERMAN
tress combination, there is a little
Weil, the fighting on one of the
smoke at the beginning but no firt fronts has ended in Europe anil ••
develops; at least nothing that a peace treaty has been signed. >
small cocktail or two can't ex- by definition we may call it a p.
tinguish. The trouble is, that Mrs, oh, but a t what a cost to both ^
Chamberlaine, like the others, is a tor and vanquished. There ai>i
hastily sketched character not some who say the outcome was inforceful enough to hold up one end evitable, and why did Finland fight
of a good argument; or -weak at all and sacrifice all those men
enough to be effective in any other besides all the lives of the Rusway. Of the other people who sians who fought for what thoy
dance in and out, there may be a thought was right?
And right
few clear cut characters — Fay there is the point. Perhaps the
Strube, the drunk Fowlc, Eva outcome could not have been anyPlummer, Esme, Mrs. Lynch — but thing else, but there was that ?li.:
this reviewer is a t a loss to say chance that the Allies might 1
which they are. Beside the Philip- come to the Finns' aid. and ;
Miranda-Rose mix-up takiliB in the victory might have been Kinmost of .\ct II, there are two spots land's. Besides which, there is no
in the play that are all right: the man alive worthy of the title who
entertainment scene with the song would not fight for what he
and stor>', both well done; and the thought right and for his homeland
last scene with the lights dimmed and very existence as a free and in—a great relief from the hard glare dependent man. Over a hundred
of the lights until then; (as usual and fifty years ago we fought for V
on the Annie Russell stage, the set our independence. Yes, the con- I
had far too much light and those ditions and circumstances were dif- /'^
actors who strayed anywhere near ferent, but we were thought no ' '
the footlights far too little).
match for the British red-coats and ^
we won. Had we lost the same *
So, as a play, the best you can might have been said about us as ^
say about " P a r t y " is that there are
id about the Finns, but we were *'
two ot three fair characters in- fighting for freedom, that goal of ••
volved in a fair second act and a all mankind. We were lucky eiio,;
couple of brief scenes of real enter- to have won, while Finland,
tainment. The worst you can say though still an independent •
has been intimated and that
tion, has all but boon destroyed, at '
that is going to be done; except to least as a free and sovereign state, f"
add that, like most parties, "Party But the Finnish people like the "«(
takes a long time to get started Czechs cannot be destroyed.
iw'
(one act to be exact) and last
too long (another act); that most
T h e actions of t h e Allies in the tl
of the people are pretty dull and Finnish-Russo affair and in the i (
most everything they say and do is rest of the fighting have had re- iiki
about the same; and that it is very actions a t home. In France, the |f
hard to glean any humor out of it Daladier government resigned and in
and much harder to get any artistic a new cabinet under former Fin- dor dramatic
satisfaction. The ance Minister Reynuud was formed. iH
strange thing is, that everyone Tho new cabinet was given a vote*I
knows that "Party" is a poor play, of confidence by the narrowest of
and a stranger thing still, that margins, one vote, counting non- ^le
knowing it they put it on. In the voters as opposed to the govern- tisj
case of the Annie Russell Company ment. Former Premier Daladier \^
it seems that it was nobody's fault; was retained as War Minister, Rey- the
unfortunate circumstances made it naud is an extreme anti-Nazi, but ny
impossible to do anything else. what his course will bo is at the \\
Also impossible even to do "Party" moment a matter of doubt. Mean- )ti
as they wanted to do it.
while, the British finally woke up pri

this time . . . It's pleasant to see
Peggy Whitely
back on campus after a month or s(
absence . . . and it does our heart,
the post office J
. second class i
that sentimental part of our anat
omy,
EDITORIAL STAFF
good to hear . . . that Elsa Jenser
J O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Edito-i
and Lou Bethea
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor are two-ing it, (Lou's frat pin the
JEFFERSON KENNEDY, J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors
proof)
JANET JONES
Feature Editor In a puff of smoke .
Open tryouts for a group of
NORINE FARR
_
Cofy Editor the winter term (just like the
(Contii ed from Page 1, Col. 5)
one-act plays to be directed by
A L D I N E BAKER, BETTY DE GIERS
.,
Society
Editors
"worm) turned,
the students in the directing
TOY SKINNER, GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts and grades are out . . . gloom was iqually silly.
Many people fei
class will be held April 2, a t 7:30
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines
ng a German victory urge our
about and so heavy
in the Laboratory Theatre. Most
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors you could see it in the streets . . . tervention on the side of the all
of
the plays will be originals
NEWS REPORTERS
saying, "Where woudl we be wil
One of the treats of this season
Frairk Bowes, Betty Carson, "Wesley Davis, Norine Farr, Nat Pelder, Norwritten in Mr. Cranberry's crewick Goodspeed, Betty Hall, Paul Haley, Dick Kelly, Alden Manchester, is Stuart Chase . . . the collective out the British na"vy ? " The answer ative writing class. All interestRobert iVIatthews, Frances Montgomery, Lynn Naugiit, Donald Ogilvie,
to
that
is,
"Just
exactly
where
w
face
Laura Ripley, Ruth Schoenaman, Jane Anne Sholley, Hester Sturgis,
now." The case for an attack ed students are urged to tryout.
"William Terhune, Bud "Waddell.
of the student body lit up to hear
FE3ATURE "WRITERS
'
from abroad doesn't even make
Jess Gregg, Sherry Gregg, Jean Holden, Peggy Hudgings, Jack" Liberman, his lecture on Monday . . . and the
sense if one includes Germany,
Sara McCasslin, Jane Miller, Mary Ann "Wilson
student play
SPORTS WRITERS
3. Air force, one of the best in
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt, Robert McKennan, Robin Rae, Alfred Roose- Sun-Up is slated for an imminent Italy and Russia as all parts of a
e world.
gigantic alliance to "get" the Unitvelt, Richard "Wesson, "Wes Hausman
date . . .
4. Coast defense artillery.
ed States. Their combined fleets
ASSISTANTS
It's
not
too
late
to
contribute
stuff
Shirley Bowstead, Pat Guillow, Barbara Northen, Arax Ehramjian
5. Land army.
would not equal ours, because we
to the Fiesta . . . it's not enough
BUSINESS STAFF
And they would have to do it all
and would build fastei than all
to read the bulletin boards and
a military vacuum, without bases
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager
their shipyards. Besides the puremove away . . .
M. K. HARMON, JR
Advertising
Commissioner
ly fighting ships there would have of any kind and 4 or 5 thousand
les from their own. Also, a HitRITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager make a play for fame . . . it's a to be about 7,000,000 tons of mershame that the Yale
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation
Manager
chant shipping used. Combined ler returning victoriously from any
J O H N FLEEGER
Exchange Editor boys had to leave . . . we grieve these countries have only one-half conquest of America would probabthat the Newberry
of
that. Any force trying to invade ly find Berlin speaking French and
baseball team lost . . . but someESTABLISHED IN 1894 -WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
the United States of America would Hamburg, Munich and Prague
how feel pride
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many
have
to defeat, in the order named: speaking English. "The idea of an
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its na-me that our side . . . the Tars
ciated German rising from the
The battle fleet, the strongimflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, were the stars . . .
ashes to drown himself off Nann
the world.
The
High
School
Music
Festival
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation', all these will be
tucket is utterly ridiculous".
Submarines
ought to bring
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
Then, of course, there is always
lot of good music . . . a sign of
the Sandsfur.
e chance that the highly emospring
Tenn.
tional American people, never havis the sun-worshippers down by the Lynn
ing used sense to run their national
Leonard and Al Swan have made it affairs, would go into war on purelake . . .
official
ly ideological grounds. This is
I liked P.R.K.'s honest expression of opinion in the March ulian Mahawney and a blonde
their engagement announced in the hardly possible however, when we
make the afternoons fun
6 issue of The Sandspur. The college and the college paper
Miami r a g
consider the last war. In 1917-1918
"come alive" in proportion as students and faculty have the getting tan . . . Smokey Sholley and
the picture of Lynn was something
Dud
courage and community spirit not to hide their light of sincere
United States of America was
to frame . . .
e still slightly happy from the
criticism under the bushel of misguided fear of 'the powers
fighting not for the Fourteen
it's a shame
hols
and
their
bum
.
.
.
t h a t be".
Points, not to make the world safe
imishappy was this week-end . . . all the best-lookin' gals are leaving for democracy, not to hang the
Theoretically this reviewer does- for a while and sent their Air Force Jeei
The editorial happened to voice some of my o"wn questionto attack a German airplane base fty<
the campus .
except that the dance
ings with regard to the document signed by many of our stu;er, but to make the world safe n't believe in commenting on the with actual bombs and not leaflets. |,e
who'll middledents, in effect that 'scholarship students "will maintain a gave the Pi Phi's a chance to show Betty Estes is
France and Great Britain and actors in a production; there is al- The Royal Air Force la as good n?". ^rc
aisle it soon . . . too . . .
eir prowess . . . and we know
standard of social conduct above reproach" and "will not fretheir system of secret treaties and ways to much emphasis on that an- if not better than tho German T >
quent places where intoxicating liquors are sold, or indulge in that the- affair . . . made^ a play for Deedee and Phil Herman found the division of the spoils. A people gle of the theatre. But as usual,
and it ia about time they usci
gentlemen
its share
drinking"
that enters a war for ideologies will theory and practice have nothing to The Germans retaliated with ;ui
I had been debating with myself: "Does not this strengthen in the dance-throwing-ability test from Yale
probably find that all its ideals do with each other. Moreover the tack off the Scotch coast an.!
the tendency in our society to make money the determining and who has the five dollar peculiar far up the scale as men go . .
have been knocked out by blood, presence of Margaret Anglin in the it appears a battle of the air pnv
it seems that their double-date
hair-set?
factor?
Does it mean that non-scholarship students may
atrocity stories,and casualty lists, cast makes some comment neces- of the two belligerents may n
drink, and scholarship students may not ? Have we, as Dick we bet it was someone in "Party" was something that rates
and that the only thing left is the sary. It is safe to say that most to pass. We can only wait and ^'. •.. ^^
Kelly suggests, a double code ? Are we tearing the fabric of at least Janet Jones saw fit . . . to quite high with them both . . .
"red blood of hate". In this war, people U-ho saw Miss Anglin in
We haven't yet mentioned Si "Vario, it is going to be rather difficult to "Party" were disappointed; and It is rumored that there may be ^)^
universally desirable human standards by expecting the best
call
who's been back on the place for find the ideologies and keep them rightly so. Like many an honored another change in the British cab- i y
from one group, and remaining indifferent or content with it that . . .
inet in the very near future. The jf,
some sort of second-best from another group ? I agree vifith the only hat
awhile . . .
separated. What with communism party guest, she gave the impres- Cabinet members mentioned were ;i,,
Dick that to allow some students to think they can dodge re- we saw that even looked like spring, a smile and a reprimand for Claudia and nazism, the implacable, "unal- sion that she would rather be most
Air Minister Wood and Supply Min- ,(„'
sponsibility because they possess the power of money would be was a subtler edition of
Wilson . . .
terably opposed" enemies of Eur- anywhere but a t the party honor- ister Burgin, besides Chancellor of ^t
to defeat the purpose of education. The t r u t h s of physiology, rabbits in the grass!
who giggled . . . yeah, giggled . . . ope, suddenly becoming bedfellows ing her. She seemed out of place in the Exchequer * Simon and Lord ,^
psychology and ethics cannot be altered by the mere posses- And "Wendy Davis is leaving
and with Italian fascism waving the flimsy artificial atmosphere; Privy Seal Hore, at whom blasts .j^,
in Grapes of Wrath . . .
sion of money; which simply brings with it an added responsi- his sports writing . . . believing that Jane Miller's review of that picture, like a palm leaf in the breeze trying playing a quasi-humorous, Alison
were made in Commons. It would ^
bility of intelligent use.
to figure out whether it likes Hit- Skipworthian sort of part. And appear that all is not milk and x)fi
he's cut out for the lighter chatter,
by the way
I also found myself asking, "What policy should a college if we may tattle, we could say
is something that is, if we may say, ler's Nazism or Chamberlain's and when you stop to think that Miss
n the democracies. Adolf ,jj
Anglin's
reputation
was
made
in
legitimately adopt in granting scholarships? Is European that he was guest writer . . . and quite good . . . Quote: The Grapes Reynaud's fascistic capitalism and
and II Duce held what may be a j^^ji
education right to emphasize academic work only and treat
of Wrath, pretty sour they were "democracy" better, there doesn't Shakespeare and Greek tragedy, momentous conference a t famed ^^
incidentally,
you
see
the
reason
why.
She
was,
appear
to
be
much
hope
of
being
questions of "character" and "morals" as the student's pri- the best writer, for the Talk of the too . . .
renner Pass last Monday, the re- .|,j
able to keep our ideals straight completely out of her element. ilts of which are not known, ex- ^^
vate business-" My years in Europe lead me to believe that
Tower
unquote . .
There doesn't seem to be much
the present chaos abroad is partly due to the fact that Euro- in the Miami Daily News . . .
A new cupidart couple are John Rae enough in any coming conflict to
pt it seems that der Fuehrer ^
point
in
saying
anything
more.
pean education has consistently divorced intellectual interests Our sub-nooper heard . . . and ac- and they say, Doris Kohl . . . John figure out which side we morally
ight bo getting worried about his ^
ought to be on.
from the crying needs of the human world outside of libraries
tually saw
in case you hadn't heard,
Most of the others did as well as | xis partner and hopes to keep
and laboratories, lectures and purely theoretical discussion. this Speed gal from Rochester
copped a job at Nebraska for next
Why should the United States of could be expected with their him in lino, for an Italy on the Al«a)
In other words, it is dangerous to separate mind, character that Ray Hickok was squiring . . .
year . . . .
America, the richest, best-equipped, sketchy parts; some a little better, lies' side would mean a flank attack
and social need. America is right, therefore, in educating
and we hear that Flossie Lacomb's best-educated, most scientifically Howard Bailey, as always, gave a out tho Siegfried line through the
our inquiring
"the whole personality"; in realizing that the social well-be- news-nose would make us suppose
sister . . .
sincere, satisfying performance. afore-mentioned Brenner Pass.
minded nation of the world,
ing of our country depends upon leaders with character and that it's something quite good
(from all reports a regular heart- "white hope of civilization", go
Deedee Hoenig played the actress
social vision as well as trained minds America is also right if we could
twister) was visiting
and commit suicide for both itself Miranda with surprising restraint
Here in the good old U. S. A., a
in its efforts (as suggested by Dick's editorial) to achieve the perhaps get the low-down . . .
a while ago . . . and Betty Carson and civilization as a whole for any and her usual professional dexter- little fight is going on in New York,
democracy which it does not yet possess—a democracy of real- How come Betty Hall
id Carl Sedlymayr
reason, economic, military or ideo- ity, which is not an altogetht
where Philosopher Bertrand Rusly equal opportunity, where money will no longer be the de- of all
had the visage vermillion
logical? It just doesn't make plimentary thing to say. Peggy sell was appointed a professor in
termining factor in education, government, and our whole life people . . . has been ignoring Smo- when their canoe tipped over
Conklin, the long suffering wife the College of the City of New
of work and social relations. It should be the purpose of a
has a disarming alertness and sin York. Lord Russell, or Mr. Russell
key Knowles ?
3'd give a million to have seen
college to educate men and women with the understanding Marge Chindahl and F. Babcock
cerity about her acting that this as he prefers, besides being Engtheir expressions . . .
and will to do what they can for the rest of their lives to
reviewer likes. As an example of lish, has certain ideas about marand "W. Davis
Pat Guillow's red check dress is the
bring about genuine democracy For we cannot escape, these took a train to Knoxville . . . w e
type casting, Charles Steel took the riage and sex that are not what one
cutest be-decker
days, the warning in H. G. Well's remark about "the race
cake. He looks exactly like the might call conventional. And so
maintain
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)
between education and catastrophe". Catastrophe seems to that their debatin' will win,
frustrated, Thurber "Male Animal", there are quite a few of the decent
the end of a page
be winning in Europe.
eral
session
of
the
conference.
Three
the
type the part seemed to call people of New York who are up in
or they'll at least be in
and a Dusty column . . .
As for scholarships: Since equal opportunity does not as close seconds in the contest in
T. DUSTER things which will stay in our minds for. Vera Ayres should do more arms. The good old City Council
yet exist in this ccuntry — since only some of t h e potentially
about this are: Mrs. Bethune, the around Winter Park; the old peo- voted to suggest to the Board of
capable young people deserving of an education are given ing," or "real standerds in his field." There are periods in singing, and the freedom of the ple (who probably won't be read- Higher Education that Professor ,
scholarship aid—it appears vital that a college choose stu- the history of our best colleges when some such character- discussion. Mrs. Bethune gave the ing this review) couldn't possibly Russell be removed. I am glad to
dents with the character to seek and use knowledge for social ization holds true.
opening talk. She is a wonderful have any trouble hearing her.
say that there were a few council- ,
ends. A college is justified in saying, "We expect thus and
Rollins, I believe, could be lucky in the sense I mentioned person talking to all youth; color
Fittingly enough, "Party" is the mon, including the only woman
so of you. You must show t h a t we did well in choosing you in above, for we have here a number of people who care pro- didn't matter. After her address
final production of the Annie Rus- member, who had the sense to ^ote w
preference to someone else. You can't afford to fuddle your- foundly about how to think and feel, how to work, how to there were reports on the roundsell Company this season. The in Mr. Russell's favor, as did a maselves with alcohol, or in any way allow your energy to be di- live. I wish—(and now I'm voicing my personal feehng: if table discussions by the secrecount for the year is one hit and jority of the Higher Education
verted from the gloriaus and real values."
anyone shares it or disagrees, please speak up in the next taries of the discussions. Four ten- two errors, a good average accord- Board, who appointed him and who
A college is wrong, however, if it gives the impression t h a t Sandspur)—I wish all of us could step out of the whirhng minute speeches were given on the ing to Richard Watts. The aver- has the last word. The matter has
it expects less of any of its students. Education, being a periphery of our multitudinous, partial interests, and come subjects: What Negro College stu- age, however, could be bettered if, gone to the courts and we hope they
privilege, carries an obligation, irrespective of whether the together sometimes, as a Rollins family, to hear expressed dents can most helpfully do to bet- instead of trying to bring Broadway will have sense enough to leave the
tuition is paid for by parent or by society. And a college fails now by President Holt, now by Professor Stone, Professor ter race relations in Florida, and to Winter Park, the director would education of our youth in the propif it leaves any doubt as to what these values are. Whether Feuerstein, and others too numerous to mention, those ideas what white students can do. Two try to bring real, full-flavored dra- er hands. Professor Russell is a ,
the standard is to be occasional wine in moderation,'-or no which out of their experience they have come to believe have of these speeches were given by ma: cold, grim-faced professional- very well-known man and it would
white students and two by colored.
drinking at all might be presented and discussed by adminis- guiding power.
ism is on the way out. As for the do his students good to hoar his
tration, faculty and students. There should be times and ocI also wish those faculty members who hold divergent views After the speeches the discussion Student Player problem, there is praise for tho man. Let us not alis thrown open to the audience
casions when those leaders to whom a group naturally looks could come forth amicably yet strongly in discussion where
room for the Student Players and low our educational curriculum '<^
;d to the panel consisting of nefor a clue in this inescapable urge toward principles, stand- students can hear them. We need the creative clash of ideas.
Annie Russell Company and a become stagnant, by refusing t.
o and white faculty. The negroes
ards, ideals, philosophies, or codes to live by, should come One of the most stimulating periods at Harvard was when
lot of others if the aim is good, low progressive thinking men •
ire very much taken with Rudy
forth strongly and clearly with the best t h a t they know.
William James and Josiah Royce (who were always, by the
tal theatre. If that isn't the aim, barred from teaching.
Lucky the college which has a William James, a John way, the best of friends) held their famous disagreements Toch and Luis Hortal who pre- lere isn't room for any of them.
Dewey, a President Nielsen, speaking not only to a few in a on the essential meaning of life. Students were startled sented the foreign point of view.
Alpha Omega chapter of Phi .MJ
classroom, or abstractly in an occasional public lecture, but awake to do their o"wn thinking. It would be wonderful to
Intermittently through the after- L negro girl sitting next to me announces the installation on Mon- k
intimately and often to the whole college community about hear, for instance. Professor Steel, Professor Bailey and Pro- noon there was singing by the Be- sked me if I knew that song and day, March 25, of its new officers j[
those things t h a t concern them as persons in a community. fessor Allen on the criteria of good drama. Marvelous to have thune-Cookman Glee Club. At the said t h a t they sung it very beau- for the year 1940-41. They are as *l
We should stand for something as a Rollins student and as a Dean Enyart and Professor France discuss causes and solu- end of the meeting the Glee Club tifully. I have a feeling that they follows: President, Norine Farr; i
Eollins community.
tions for America's ten million unemployed.
sang some numbers which "were re- wanted it sung. I have never heard Vice-President, Jane Ruth Fair- , '
"You say he went to Rollins ? Oh well, then he is likely to
Faculty as well as students, need such stimulus to fresh quested, among these was their own that song mean so much as it did child; Secretary, Marelle Haley; ^t
have an objective attitude!" Or, "some social understand-1 thought.
arrangement of "Old Man River". then.
and Treasurer, Barbara Bryant.
\
! United States $1.;
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Stuart Chase Speaks
On "Western Front"
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An Open Letter by Dean Wise

Students Attend Interracial Conference
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International,
Richmond Face
{ollins Crew
jlaees This Afternoon and
Friday Will Prove Tough
Xuts for Tars to Crack

Teams Brin^ Year's
First Varsity Meets
By TED PITMAN
•Arc you ready Richmond? Are
, m-ou ready Rollins?
Ready all!
low!" This is the command that
he referee will be giving io the
tffo crews on Lake Maitland this
afternoon at about the same time
this paper reaches you. Rollins ant
the University of Richmond ar(
enewing their year-old crew rival
y this afternoon with the former
ollege's boat a slight favorite to
epeat their last year's victory.
The charges of Joe DeMotte
nd Roy Newton will probably be
, lot tougher for the Tars this year
han they were last as they bring
boat that has six veterans out
,f the nine men. Only Ed Brooks
it 3, Don Higginbotham at 4, and
Sydney Knipe at 5 are newcomers
to the Richmond boat.
They have looked very smooth the
ast few days, as they have been
rorking out on the lake, and stroke
ohnnie Jones has been pushing his
hoat through long and tough workout. On top of this, the Richmond
loat has been on the water a month
onger than Coach Bradley's boys
nd as a result the tables may be
umed. At any rate if you don't
310W the outcome by now, you soon
rill.
A^merican International
College
Brings Another Strong Crew
Again captained, stroked and led
• the hard-driving and spirited
immy Nesworthy, another powerful A.I.C. crew returns to the Rolcampus to challenge the Tars
m Friday afternoon at four o'clock.
Seemingly more powerful than
• a s t year's fine crew, the A.I.C. boy;
•fhave also gained a lot of experience
since they were here last year.
^They were the toughest crew that
rowed on Lake Maitland last year,
%o it would seem as though th:
'ear they might leave here with
lollins crew shirts packed in their
(>ags.
The boys from Springfield, Mass.,
lave had one great obstacle in their
lath this spring and that is
'heir waters have been frozen over
^ n d as a result they had only been
ih\e to get on the water four times
lefore they arrived here. However,
lince they have been here, they
been improving by leaps and
lounds with two workouts a day,
jTieir boating is still a bit uncertain
lince Nesworthy has been trying
Pwth Art Burger and himself in
large crowd is expected for
:hese two races as rowing is fast
fiecoming a colorful sport at Rol
lins. The probable best places o:
advantage to watch them from will
il>e the Aazalea Gardens and the
Hotel Alabama dock, which h
the finish. Seats may also be
tained in the Scenic Tours motor
boat which follows the entire i
and leaves from the crew hou
Following are the boatings of the
three crews:
Rollins
Bow—Ted Pitman
2—Dick Yard
3—John Giantonio
4—Carrow Tolson
opinions and compare them with
our present set of ideals. Dr.
Hutchings of Chicago, where Mr.
Russell taught had nothing but

PLAY
CLOTHES
•
New Materials
in Silks and Cottons

ROLLINS
GUN SMOKE

By DICK and AL
The riflery courses are over for
the year and the matches for the intramural championship have been
run off. They went off in very
good shape, without any hitches, to
finish off the first year of instructed riflery on the campus. The
contestants were fired as individuals and their total scores went to
make up the team total. We wish
to thank all the intramural groups
on the campus for their cooperation
in making the matches a success.
The scores were as follows:
Sigma Nu
Individual Off Hand Prone Total
Steffins
24x100 93x100
Cobb
34x100 82x100 233
Kappa Alpha
Blackwood .... 73x100 94x100
Riddle
27x100 89x100 283
X Club
Hoare
40x100 80x100
Chick
54x100 84x100 258
Lambda Chi Alpha
Mitchell
62x100 91x100
Bowes
34x100 94x100 281
Phi Delta Theta
House
66x100 92x100
Harrington _. 28x100 82x100
Sigma Phi Omega
Forbes _....
44x100 87x100
Ehrlich, G. _._. 35x100 52x100
Independents
Babcock _._
29x100 80x100
Adams
24x100 88x100 221
This is the record of the firing,
The cup for team champions goes
to the Kappa Alpha Fraternity with
the Lambda Chi's as runners up.
The individual champion is Blackwood with Bill House as runner up.
This is the summary of the results of the year's riflery for some
of the score, and some of the scores
were made by people who had noth-

FLYING

Tars Win Saturday
Over Newberry, 9-2
Behind the surprisingly effective
pitching of Sammy Hardman, the
Rollins Tars turned in their second win of the season by trouncing
the Newberry College Indians 9-2.
This, the last of the two-game
series with the South Carolinians,
was certainly, not the batting spree
that the previous game developed
into, but was on the other hand a
rather slow- error-marked contest.
Hardman, regularly an outfielder, held the Indians to nine scattered hits and worked his way out
of the tight spots with no more
than control. He might have
blanked the Newberry aggregation
had it not been for three infield
errors in the eighth inning. Com
mitted with two out and two mer
on base, these errors were responsible for the Indians' two runs.
The Tars, after three score!
innings, started the fun in •
fourth! when, with three walks, two
errors, a passed ball, and an infield
hit, June Lingerfelt knocked a two
base hit into centerfield scoring
five Rollins runs. Morgan Randal started the parade of Billy Laval's pitching staff, by giving way
in this inning to Bud Stokes. He
lasted a little over two frames befor relinquishing the mound to Al
Foreman, the last of the Indians.
During this time, the other four
Rollins' runs crossed the plate.
Hats off to Sammy Hardman,
center-fielder, who is Jack McDowall's living proof that a square peg
can fit into a round hole.
ing to do with the riflery course.
But we think that riflery has been
justified as an accredited sport by
the support which we have received
in these matches, as well as by
the support which we have gotten
all year from those who have been
in the classes. We thank you all
for your cooperation and we hope
to be able to give this same service to the college again next year.
We hope that this year's course has
justified itself through its success
that it will continue to be one
of the accredited sports, and we
hope to gather more and more people that like to shoot so that there
be a strong shooting brotherhood on this campus in the future.
Adios.

Royal Typewriters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Tar Baseball Team
Defeats Newberry
In Season Opener
Rollins Wins Batting Spree
14-2, With Lingerfelt and
Bouton Leading Hitters
Jack McDowall's Rollins Tars
opened their 1940 baseball se:
with a 14-2 victory over Newberry
Collegfe at Harper-Shepherd Field
in Winter Park. Finding a friend
in big Lefty DeBruhl, a Little All
American football tackle and also
Newberry's moundsman for the afternoon, Roiiins hitters ran up a
total of 15 hits and 11 runs during
his five and one-third innings
the field. In addition to allowing
fifteen hits, DeBruhl heaved three
wild tosses and issued four bases
on balls to the Tars. Finally in the
sixth after DeBruhl had allowed
three hits and as many runs with
only one man out. Coach Laval of
Newberry sent Al Foreman to the
mound. With two Rollins runners
on base by way of a fielder's choice
and a hit batsman off Foreman's
delivery, Joe Justice, ninth hitter in
this jack-pot inning drove a fast
double down the left field foul line
to bring in the fourth and fifth runs
of the frame.
Throughout this hitting spree,
Bill Daugherty, Jack McDowall's
only pitcher because of an SIAA
ruling prohibiting the use of Freshman talent, sailed along behind his
comfortable lead. With two of
Newberry's Indians out and men on
second and third, Daugherty fielded
a bunt and on the only error committed by Rollins threw wide to
Catcher Earl Brankert allowing
Newberry's two runs to score. The
Indians on the other hand committed four miscues.
Leading the Rollins hitting spree
;re First-baseman June Lingerfelt and Right-fielder Paul Bouton,
who out of their five trips to the
plate, found three hits apiece; every
member of the Rollins nine hit safely at least once during the game
however. Emmett Gaulding in addition to driving out two hits during
the fray, turned in a first-rate performance at his third-base post.
Sixty athletic engagements are
. the spring calendar of the University of Vermont.

Eddie Waite and Cecil Butt
Score Points for Rollins
The Rollins swimming team
played host to the Flying Caribees
from Havana, on Tuesday, March
17. The Nator Tars were perfect
hosts; in only one race did they
fail to let the Havana lads take
first place. Total result was
lins 37, Havana B9.
Iron Man Eddie Waite helped
hold the inexperienced Rollins team
together by swimming' in 4 individual events and two relays. Eddie scored second place points ir
50 backstroke, 50 free style, and ir
50 breaststroke. Cecil Butt, another freshman swimmer, took first
place in the 200 free style and third
in 100 free style. Havana
pushed by the smooth stroking of
Cordoves and Escobar. Escobar,
Cuban 100-meters champion, won
the 100-yard free style and placed
second in the 200-yard free styli
Cordoves,
Central
American
Champion, won -the 50-yd. free
style. Both added no little to the
Havana relay teams. Jay Leslit
of Rollins took second place in 400yd. free style.
Pete Crawford, Julian Mowhinney, Don Hayford, splashed mightily for Rollins in relay events. Hayford took fourth place in the 20C
free style. Doyle Darnold took
third place in diving.
The freshman team has arranged
future meets with the University
of Florida freshmen, St. Petersburg
Junior College. Varsity and freshmen combined meet Stetson in
eral informal meets. One such
meet has already been swum and
another is scheduled in the next
week or so.
The Freshman Show will
held Wednesday night, April 10,
in Recreation Hall. A cordial
vitation to attend • is extended
to all students and friends of the
college.

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

Ohio State University students
spend an average of 95c a month
This term a special camp coun- for coft drinks.
sellors' training course will be offered E periods on Tuesdays and
Fridays, for all those who are interested in a summer camp job.
It will be given under the instruction of Miss Weber. All those inWeek Beginning March 28th
terested must see Miss Weber.
Thursday and Friday
This term there is much enthusi- Robert
E. Sherwood's New Cc
asm being shown for volleyball. edy Hit . . . You'll Loop the Loop |
There are sixty-two girls registered with laughter at this new
for the course. Three courts and mantic hit.
"OVER THE MOON"
six new balls have been secured.
with
There ought to be quite a bit of
MERLE OBERON
competition for the intramural cup.
with Ursula Jeans
Badminton is being offered as a
Saturday - Sunday - Monday
recreational activity in Rec Hall A South Sea of riotous Laughter
under the supervision of Jack Hoar. and Romance. Bing Sings and
However it is not to be given for Dorothy Swings in
"ROAD TO SINGAPORE"
credit.
with
The golf and tennis intramurals
BING CROSBY
are now at an end and the results
DOROTHY LAMOUR
BOB
HOPE
will be placed on the charts.
There will be an "R" club meetTuesday - Wednesday
ing Tuesday at the Theta lodge.
The Year's Biggest Hit . . .
Incidently, all those planning to picture you can't miss.
"MY SON, MY SON"
enter the fencing intramurals must
with
have two practices or they will be
MADELEINE CARROLL
ineligible to compete.
BRIAN AHERNE
The color teams played their

COLONY

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
INCOEPOEATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Avo,
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SEALTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5U4-5115

THREE
games which resulted in a tie. The
"Red Snappers" won the first game
7-3 and the "Stinkers" won the second game 5-2- And so, the Sandspur bowl is once more deserted.

Rollins Press Store

Unusually striking chambrays, 1 and 2
piece, grand for campus wear,
smart, washable
Especially priced at

$5

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP

Sale of Stationery at
REDUCED PRICES

STUDENTS

See These Books

YOUR WINGS and
THROUGH THE OVERCAST
By Asscn Jordonotf

RAY

GREENE

—Rollins Alumnus—
REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400
100 Park Ave.

THE BOOKERY
Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

^ninmniiD dlMT

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

DATSON
Dairies, Inc.
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy
Products

• .
2 and 3 piece
$1.95 to $3.95

Swimmers Splashed
Under by Hayana Men

SPORTS

By DICK and AL

5—Mel Clanton
6—Mickey Harmon
7—Wes Houseman
Stroke Don Ogilvie (cap.)
Cox Ed Weinberg
U. of Richmond
Bow Milt Baroody
2—Randolph Parrish
3—Ed Brooks
4—Don Figginb^tham
5—Sydney Knipo
6 - J i m Littler
7—Bruce Van Buskirk
Stroke John Jones
Cox Tom Bruno
American International College
Bow John Dailey
2—Arthur Burger
3—Frank Stanne
4—Vince Huntoon
5—Edson Caton
6—Bob Spier
7—Doug Hayes
Stroke Jim Nesworth (cap. an(
coach)
Cox Ralph Coburn.

SANDSPUR

Orlando Phone 9835

BUICK OFFERS
•
1939 Buick Conv.
Coupe
$945
1939 Pontiac Conv.
Coupe
$945
1938 Buick Conv.
Sedan
$845
1937 Chrysler Conv.
Sedan
$645
1936 Pontiac Conv.
Coupe
$365

Winter Park Phone 287R

THE

R. F. Leedy
COMPANY

148 W. SOUTH ST.

Dry Goods'
Ladies' Wear
Hamilton Hotel BIdg.

ORLANDO

ORANGE-BUICK
COMPANY
333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

$2.95 and up

R.C. BAKER
at the corner, downtown

'Tis said, "April showers bring
forth May Flowers," but you can
safely bet your new lipstick that
your Spring bonnet won't get wet if
you carry an "umbrella pocketbook." This flight of imagination
is a big white handbag, lined with
red, white and blue plaid . . . all
of which is snug harbor for a small
but efficient umbrella. Yes m'dear,
I did say umbrella, and it's of the
same plaid as the lining of the bag.
yuor Spring bonnet won't get wet if
Accessory Aisle-way the next time
you're in town.
With all the goin's on about
Spring clothes, have you given a
thought, serious or otherwise, to the
sort of figure you're planning to
drape that new dress over? Some
people mightn't think it quite nice
. . . but a girl who is in the mode
is quite frank about her figure. A
designer called Mainbocher has givthe American girl more oomph
by creating for her a new silhouette.
Gone is the wasp waist and rounded hips . . . a small waist and slim,
slim hips is the shadow you'll cast
upon the wall. Look at yourself!
Are you really satisfied with your
figure for Spring ? If thou wouldst
have a change to a more fashionable silhouette, come in and talk to
Mrs. O'Connor in the Corset Salon.
She'll be very, very frank and most
helpful as she trims your figure to
the lean lines of 1940.
While skipping along in quest
new things to tell you about . . .
mg! There it was . . . a slick
basket with a lid, padded in gay
water-proofing and complete with
oil, comb and dark glasses. All
of which adds up to the most unusual substitute for a bathing bag
that will gather sand all this year.
Now don't forget to inspect the
"figure" you are presenting this
Spring . . . it's the "foundation" upwhich you drape, hang or hitch
all that's new and lovely in the
fashion world.

m^
Dickson-Ives

Colonial Orange
Court Hotel

Official Rollins Visitors Headquarters

ROLLINS
Durham Chorus Sings
For Organ Vespers
William Twaddell
Directs
School Students Tonight
The Durham High Schol Chorus,
under the direction of William P.
Twaddell, will sing at the Organ
Vespers in Knowles Memorial
Chapel at 7:30 this evening, assisting Professor Herman F. Siewert.
This chorus from Durham, N. C , is
considered to be the finest high
school vocal ensemble in the South,
and is composed of fifty-five high
school students.
The program:
1. Praeludiam and Fugue, on the
scale tones — Liszt.
2. Andante, from Sonata for solo
violin No. 3—Bach.
3. Divertissment—Vierne
Organ
4. Motet: Adoramus te, Christe
—Palestrina
5. Motet: Adoramus te, Christe
—Mozart
6. Chorale: Rejoice and Sing —
Bach
7. The Lord is a Mighty God —
Mendelssohn
8. As Torents in Summer, from
"King Olaf" — Elgar
9. Agnus Dei, from "Now Cometh Thy Light" — Broadhead
10. Then Round About the Starry Throne — Handel
Durham High School Chorus

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
March 24, 1940
To the Editor of the Sandspur:
Though it is not the custom of
the I. A. H. M. (International Army
of Heather Merchants) to interfere
in anything, an issue has arisen of
such paramount significance as to
compel us to make public our convictions. We stand as one man in
'support of the administration policy regarding the frequenting by
scholarship students of establishments where alcoholic beverages
are sold.
It is generally recognized in academic circles that scholarship students are below average both in
mentality and character. This is due
to bad heredity from parents who
are either too stupid or too shiftless
to make any great amount of
money. Naturally puch students
are incapable of self-discipline, and
we consider it the poorest of taste,
that they should resent the administration's generous efforts to lead
them from temptation. We must
realize, however, that such ingratitude is merely another indication
of the inherently disgraced character of the scholarship student.
These students brazenly contend
that frequenting such establishments does not impair scholastic efficiency any more than loss of sleep,
incorrect eating, and such trivial
practices. They deliberately ignore
the moral issues involved. The sordid atmosphere of the tavern and
ale house must inevitably warp the
standards of the staunchest. The
entire tenor of the debauchee's mind
is bound to reflect his debauches.
The further contention of these
students that they should be judged
solely upon scholastic standing is so
ridiculous as to scarcely merit further discussion.
Sincerely,
The I. A. H. M.

Yale Glee Club Has Concert
Of Light Songs in Theatre
Sea
Chanteys,
College M u s i c
Songs F e a t u r e

Bartholomew Directs
Yale Glee Club

J—OFF CAMPUS—I

Pat Hotchkiss and Peggy Conklin visited Grace Raymond at her
home in Daytona.
Mary Trendle went with her mother to Miami for the week-end.
Vicky Morgan and Jack Harris
In 1890 Coe College students had
spent the week-end at Vicky's home
to have permission from the presiin Clearwater.
dent to leave town for the weekend.
Ollie Barker and Nin Bond went
to St. Pete.
Laura Ripley and Betty Winton
visited Mrs. Winton in Sebring.
Ray Hickok was in Miami over
the week-end.
M. A. Martin spent the week-end
in Boca Raton.
Jack Buckwalter stayed home
and made whoopee.
Bruce Edmonds visited his parents in Miami.
Oregon State College owns a 14Wendy Davis went to Clearwater
foot section of Douglas fir, alleged for Saturday and Sunday.
to be one of the mythical Paul BunBill Royall and Fred Kasten went
yan's poker chips.
to Miami.
Van Raalte Girdles
Among the sun and Yale de& Pantie Girdles
votees at the Pelican on Sunday
were: Kay McDonough, Pat Laur§2.00
sen, Gracia Tuttle, Sally Hammond,
Lacy, cool, easy to wear, you'll
Joanne Oak, Smokey Sholley, Dud
like these lace lastex girdles
Darling, Lolly Phillips, Stella
Launderers
Drycleaners
with their front panels of satin
Gregg, Hester Sturgis, Alma Vanthat make for comfort and support. Small, medium and large
der Velde, Betty Lamb, Bob Whitesizes in petal pink and white.
ley, Anne and Gloria Anthony, Bert
CAMPUS AGENTS
Schlegel, Wilma Tilden, Dr. Holt,
Undies — Street Floor
Mr. and Mrs. John Holt, Mrs. Rotival and Sandy, Margaret Holt from
Vassar, Jean Fairbanks, Clyde
Jones, Sally Hodgon, Sally Hammond, Virginia Kingsbury, and Bill
Justice.

AMERICAN
•

Yowell-Drew's

SANDSPUR

Sam Hardman
Joe Justice

jr- S- W.

A University of Iowa student
IS completed tests showing that
'-eds of that institution use
LOugh lipstick in a year to paint
five barns.

Trtaditional
and
Folk
Program

For the first time in the 1939-40
season of the Annie Russell Theatre's many attractions, an S. R. O
sign made its appearance at the
box office. The occasion was that
of the Yale Glee Club Concert,
sponsored by the Yale Club of Central Florida, the University Club
of Orlando, the University Club of
Winter Park, and Rollins College;
it was a gala evening for all friends
and alumni of Yale, but mtye important still, it was an entertaining
program for the music lovers in the
audience whether they might have
come from Harvard, Princeton or
Rollins—for the program undoubtedly brought back to them many
recollections of either past or present college days. Then too, from
a purely musical point of view, the
Glee Club presented a very diverse
and entertaining group of songs.
Ranging from Sea Chanteys to Student Songs, the ensemble sang and
interpreted each selection exceedingly well, but since we do not particularly care for male glee clubs,
it is rather difficult personally, to
rave over the musical possibilities
of the evening. It was however an
entertaining program, and one that
we are happy not to have missed.
Part I of the program consisted
first of selections from the Yale
Song Book; typically collegiate,
they reminded us of ivy-clad buildings, shady walks and of the tradition which generally comprises
the spirit of such songs. "Mother
of Men," "As Freshmen First We
Came to Yale," and "Shall I Wasting in Despair" comprised this
group — the stirring "Mother of
Men" leaving an idelible imprint on
our memory. A series of four Sea
Chanteys followed, and of these
salty airs, "High Barbary" and
"Shenandoah" created a particularly favorable impression. Of the
three Songs of the Appalachian
Mountains which concluded the first
portion of the program, "Cindy"
was particularly popular and wellsung; "Old Tom Wilson," a Kentucky Mountain Drinking Song, being next in our opinion. But we
like drinking songs.
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Notice
Fencing Intramurals
Girls
1. Girls' Intramural Tournament will be held Saturday,
March 30, at 2:30 p. m. in Recreation Hall.
2. Four practices are necessary before entering.
3.
Each group may enter
three fencers.
4. Five enti"y points are given
for each fencer entered who
fences all her bouts.
5. Five points will be given
for each bout won.
6. Gold, silver, and bronze
medals w'ill be awarded first,
second, and third place winners.
Winner of first place will also
win possession of the Intramural
Fencing Trophy for the coming
year. This trophy must be won
three times for permanent posBoys
1. Boys Intramural Tournament will be held Saturday,
April 6, at 2:30 p. m. in Recreation Hall.
2. Each group may enter any
number of fencers.
3. At least four practices are
necessary before entering.
4. Gold, silver, and bronze
medals will be awarded for first,
second, and third place winners.
Winner of first place will also
win possession of the Boys' Intramural Trophy for the coming
year. This trophy must be won
three times for permanent possession.
Important
Each fencer, must be present,
dressed and ready to fence within two minutes after his name
is called or he will be disqualified and his bout declared forfeit
to his opponent. This two minute time margin will positively
not be extended! No excuses
for lateness will be accepted nor
postponements made.
Concerning any question of
weapons, dress, or additional
rules see Dejay Shriner or Manny Ehrlich, head of the Intramural Fencing Committee.
Practice sessions will be held
every day from four o'clock until
five o'clock in Recreation Hall,
Monday through Friday.

Prexy Honors Yale
Glee Club With Tea
Saturday Afternoon

In the latter half of the program,
the Glee Club sang two groups:
Folk Songs of Other Countries and
Student Songs while The Yale
Quartet sang the third. The Quar-' Honoring the Yale Glee Club,
tet sang "Moanin' Lady," "Gath-I President Holt gave a lawn tea Satng up the Roses," and "George urday afternoon at his home on
Jones at a Meeting," but disap- Lake Osceola. During the tea, mupointed us in omitting the "Whif- sic was presented by the Apollo
fenpoof Song." Of the Student Boys' Choir, the Rollii
gs from the Yale Song Book,
enjoyed "Show Me the Scotch- Dove," a song of Scotland, featurman," and "Careless Love." And uring a solo by Hunter Comly highof the Folk Songs, "The Turtle ly impressed us.

Open Season
Trowbridge Heads Jayvees
By Beating Asheville
Jury of Awards of
Allied Arts Exhibit
Folger Library Consultant is
Widely Known for Water
Colors and Architecture
Mr. Alexander B. Trowbridge,
who has been an enthusiastic
perimenter in water color painting
for about sixty years, has 1
selected as chairman of the Jury
of Awards of the Allied Arts E:
hibit which opens today the the Rollins Art Gallery and will continue
tomorrow and Friday from 4 to 6,
His first venture as an exhibitor
was in the Paris Salon in 1894,
Again in 1903 he was represented
in the first "Autumn Salon."
America he has exhibited in New
York, Washington, Detroit, Philadelphia, and the Berkshires, and has
enjoyed many sketching trips fi
Maine to Montana, and a four
months sojourn in Mexico. In a
tion there were sketching trips to
Holland, rural France, and Italy.
In 1925 Mr. Trowbridge was el
ted to a two year term as President
of the Architectural League of Ni
York, a society containing among
its members many architects, painters, sculptors, decorators, engineers
and in short all types of men and
women connected in some fashion
with the design, construction and
embellishment of works of architecture.
In his architectural practice Mr.
Trowbridge has served as architect and consultant. Among many
consulting assignments he regards
the Folger Shakespeare Library in
Washington as the most important
and the most attractive of all. He
recommended to Mr. Folger the
architect Paul Cret, and the builder.
The James Baird Company, and,
with Mr. Cret, recommended the
sculptors John Gregory and Brenda Putnam to Mr. Folger; the former to design and model the nine
panels on the main elevation, and
the latter to model the figure of
Puck at the western end of the
building. After the death of Mr.
Folger, which occurred while the
building was being erected, Mr.
Trowbridge helped Mrs. Folger in
her difficult task of "carrying on"
to completion and dedication of the
building.
Choir, and the Yale Glee Club. But
in spite of this startling array of
ensemble singing, the high-spot of
the afternoon was captured by one
of the boy sopranos of the Apollo
Boys' Choir who gave an impromptu skit in which he impersonated a
"Met" prima donna. "She" sang
"a la grand opera" such a noted
aria as "Listen to the Mocking
Bird". We might add that our Rollins hostesses were their charming
selves.

By TED PITMAN
The 1940 crew season opened
with a victory for the Tars when
the Junior Varsity out-distance<l
the Asheville School's eight by %
good two lengths over Lake Maitland's mile course last Friday.
Starting out in very rough waters'
the charges of Coach Bradley
jumped into a half length lead at
the start. The Jayvees' veteran
stroke and captain. Ray Hickok,
seeing that it would be disadvan*
tageous to keep a high stroke in
such water, lowered his stroke to •
long and powerful one. By thur
keeping his oars in the water a
longer time, his boat was able t d
row a smoother and cleaner stroke"
than that of the schoolboys, who
were losing ground rapidly.
i

As the two crews neared tha'
halfway mark at the cypress trees,
the Rollins boat had moved up until it had a full length over A'^hoville. Hickok was still k,.
his stroke at about a 28 wh:
opponent was rowing about a
When the three-quarter IIKUK
was neared the Tar stroke beirnn'
to go up and reached a 32 with |
Asheville holding the same boat
As the two crews neared the finish
line, and tho cheers of the InrRc
crowd reached their ears, the Rol-'
lins beat reached a smooth 36 while'
the Asheville boys, in trying toT
make a last desperate bid to closw*
the fast increasing distance be-r
tween the two shells, got their'
stroke up to a 38. but it was ragged'
and tho Tar boat crossed the line '
vith a little more than two lengths
idvantage.
•
The Jayvees showed their
nendous potential power in
•ace, although thoy wore sonii
•agged. Their long .«low stn^kc
vas telling on the higher stroke of"
;heir adversaries. They lie idle'
his week but next week sees them '
pitted against the Henley Cham- •
pions. Tabor Academy, from Mar- '
. Mass., in the first half of a '^
]ble header featuring the var- '
sity against Washington and Lee'^
University.
"'

Chase Hall Plans Open Houses
Chase Hotel will hold an Openil
House Sunday evening. March 3st,Ki
7:30 p. m. This beautiful, nioH-Ti
n residence for young genii'
II be on exhibit and the .sp;i
d gracefully decorated lohl.>
bo available to the younger ^^
dancing. It is presumed that I
loos will, as usual, liiiuidniustomers in his private ale 1
nd salon. With all these ui. .
nd interesting features oil
for the entertainment and cnli
ent of prospective cuftonu-j.s, :;
hoped that the lovely entrance ji]
of Chase Hotel will see many even- :.
[i-lovely young ladies and young i
gentlemen pass through it that l
evening.
it

T^'COR
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

EASTER SPECIALS
Summer Wear — made to measure $15.00 up
Handmade Suits — $50.00 up
ORDER NOW FOR EASTER

Imported and Domestic Materials
Orijinally "PETE THE TAILOR"
1 West eCntral

Phone 7
BETTE DAVI

TODAY ONLY ! ! !

Today's outstandinjf star,
B r o s . ALL THIS AND
HEAVEN T O O , has » o n

the Redbook Award for
Distinguished ContnbutiontoMo
CHESTERFIELD
is outstanding as t o d a y '
Cooler-Smoking, Better
T a s t i n g , Definitely M i l d e
cigarette.

V/iesterf/e/d /s today's
Definitely

Milder...Cooler-Smoking

Better-Tasting

Cigarette

Thousands of new smokers
every day are turning by choice
to Chesterfields because they
find everything they want in this
completely pleasing and satisfying cigarette.
The makers of Chesterfield keep far in front
with every knozvn means
of improving their product . You can't buy a better
cigarette.

hesterfield
Copyright 1940,

